Distribution patterns of 8411 compounds from 240 Chinese herbs were analyzed in relation to the herbal categories of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), using Random Forest (RF) and self-organizing maps (SOM). RF was used first to construct TCM profiles of individual compounds, which describe their affinities for 28 major herbal categories, while simultaneously minimizing the level of noise associated with the complex array of diverse phytochemicals found in herbs from each category. Profiles were then reduced and visualized with SOM. The distribution of 10 major phytochemical classes, in relation to TCM profile, was delineated with SOM-Ward clustering. These classes comprised aliphatics, alkaloids, simple phenolics, lignans, quinones, polyphenols (flavonoids and tannins), and mono-, sesqui-, di-, and triterpenes (including sterols). Highly distinctive patterns of association between phytochemical class and TCM profile were revealed, suggesting that a strong phytochemical basis underlies the traditional language of Chinese medicine. Maps trained after random permutation of herbs assigned to each category were, by contrast, devoid of feature, providing additional evidence for the significance of these associations. Most classes were split into relatively few clusters, and further analysis revealed that simple descriptors, comprising skeletal type, molecular weight, and calculated log P, were in most cases able to readily discriminate within-class clusters. Relationships between TCM profile and predicted activities, relating to therapeutically important molecular targets, were explored and indicate that ethnopharmacological data could play an important role in pharmaceutical prospecting from Chinese herbs as well as identifying links between Chinese and Western medicine.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years a considerable body of information has accumulated on the chemical constituents of Chinese herbs and their pharmacological potential. This is reflected in the appearance of a number of new electronic databases [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] which contain both structural details of several thousand herbal constituents and accompanying information on their uses in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). A prerequisite for effective mining of the chemical information in these databases concerns understanding and interpretation of the language of TCM. 6 Though obscure at first, many of the therapeutic categories found in Chinese herbal materia medica are interpretable in Western terminology, and a variety of texts now available in English, in particular the works of Bensky et al., 7, 8 have helped to clarify these relationships.
Though traditional systems of herbal medicine are sometimes viewed as opaque to scientific analysis there is little evidence to date either to corroborate or refute this. Due to a shortage of information it has been difficult until recently to apply techniques of data analysis to the problem. This is illustrated by a consideration of publication dates for structures in our database 5 and reveals that prior to the 1970s (toward the end of which period the first compendium of Chinese herbal constituents was published 9 ) data of this sort were scarce. The volume of information has risen almost exponentially, however, over the last few decades, and, though incomplete, current information therefore allows for considerably greater confidence in the application of exploratory data analysis than previously.
Depending on one's viewpoint, the efficacy of a herb may either be attributable to one or a few 'active ingredients' or else to the synergistic effects of all its constituents. There is evidence to support both arguments, 10 and the truth may lie somewhere in between. A problematic issue in herbal pharmacology concerns the concentrations of different compounds within each herb. These vary considerably and are strongly influenced by factors such as genotype, season, and growing conditions. In the great majority of cases, however, those constituents with greatest pharmacological activity are present in relatively high concentration and are considerably 'elaborated', structurally speaking, in relation to minor constituents. In this respect the secondary metabolism of plants is strikingly similar to the activities of a combinatorial chemist. Thus, the number of ginsenosides reported from ginseng species number over 50 to date. 11 In each species constituents of the same class are furthermore very similar in terms of structure and tend to show characteristic motifs (substituent patterns) to the extent that an experienced phytochemist may be able to tell the botanical provenance of a particular compound, frequently to the genus if not the species level. Structural elaboration thus serves as the most reliable guide to assessing the importance of a related group of chemicals in any one herb and is of particular relevance to the type of analysis described here, whereby this feature plays an important role in evaluating the likely significance of a particular phytochemical class within the classification scheme of TCM.
Most herbs which have been reasonably well characterized show a high degree of elaboration for more than one class. Thus, cinnamon not only contains many cinnamic acid derivatives (phenylpropanoids) but also is characterized by a large number of diterpene cincassiols. Likewise, liquorice contains many oleanane triterpene saponins and isoflavonoids, and ginseng, in addition to its ginsenosides, contains appreciable numbers of sterols, acetylenes, and sesquiterpenes. 5 We might expect that these classes are differentially associated with distinct therapeutic categories, and, if so, structural analysis may reveal these associations more clearly.
In view of the fact that herbs constitute a complex array of chemicals it is essential to use methods which can (1) accurately identify compounds most characteristic of any particular TCM category and (2) assess the structural similarity of these to compounds found in other categories. In this way the chemical noise inevitably associated with each category is substantially reduced, and a clearer picture of relationships between individual compounds and herbal categories begins to emerge.
In this study we demonstrate that Random Forest (RF), 12 ,13 based on consensus among multiple decision trees, may be used to construct a profile of each compound, showing its affinity for each herbal category (i.e., the probability that it is found in that category). The affinity of a compound for a particular category does not imply a direct therapeutic effect (though in many cases this may prove to be the case), the TCM profile being intended simply as a fingerprint which identifies the possible roles of a plant compound in Chinese medicine.
TCM profiles derived in this manner may be put to a number of uses. In the work reported here they are used to compare different phytochemical classes. Self-organizing maps, and allied methods such as counterpropagation networks, are versatile tools for exploring chemical diversity and structure-activity relationships 14 and are here employed to visualize and cluster the distribution of these classes in relation to TCM categories. In addition, relationships between TCM profile and predicted activities against a number of therapeutically important targets are analyzed. The latter are taken from results which have, in part, been previously published 15 and, despite the limited number of targets, illustrate how such an approach may be used to discover links between ethnopharmacological and molecular data.
This analysis can go some way toward a shift in emphasis from the level of the whole herb toward that of phytochemical constituents as a useful complementary focus in herbal practice as well as identifying reservoirs of plant compounds with potential in drug discovery. Though it might be supposed that this implies a reductionist approach, due to the fact that much work at the phytochemical level centers around experimental observation on isolated compounds, TCM profiles, by contrast, can be used to understand the properties of compounds in combination, thus shedding light on the chemical basis of traditional polypharmacy and its relationships with modern medicine.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials. (1) Phytochemical Databases.
The data used for this analysis come from our Chinese herbal constituents database (CHCD) which currently contains details, including structures, for 8411 compounds from 240 Chinese herbs. 5 The emphasis is on herbs commonly used in the clinical practice of TCM, as opposed to the many herbs used in folk medicine throughout China, most of which are not part of official pharmacopoeias and whose TCM description is therefore rudimentary. Efforts have also been made to give as thorough a chemical characterization for each herb in the CHCD as possible, as opposed to providing a small set of representative structures.
Activities against molecular targets were predicted for each of these compounds, on the basis of RF models trained using sets of active compounds from our bioactive plant compounds database of phytochemicals with known target specificities (BPCD). This database currently holds 2597 compounds.
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(2) Phytochemical Classification. All compounds in the CHCD and BPCD have been classified according to natural product class (e.g., triterpene), skeletal type (e.g., oleanane triterpene), and glycoside status (whether the compound is a glycoside or not). The classification follows that in the Dictionary of Natural Products. 11 A 'skeletal type' is analogous to a congeneric series of compounds differing in their substituents but all based on the same 'scaffold'.
(3) TCM Herbal Classification. For the purposes of this analysis, the classification of herbs follows the well-known categorization found in all Chinese materia medica, in which herbs are separated into just over 30 major categories, of which 28 are covered here (Table 1) . Though all materia medica follow an almost identical scheme, the major reference used was Chinese Herbal Medicine/Materia Medica. 7 In rare cases where the herb was not listed in this reference, other sources such as Hsu's Oriental Materia Medica 16 and Zhu's Chinese Materia Medica 17 were used instead.
The 28 categories covered were chosen both in terms of their importance in TCM and also by the quantity of chemical information available for each. Only these major therapeutic categories are used. Though this may appear simplistic given the variety of uses to which an herb may be put, there are several reasons for this. First, while there is almost universal agreement between different pharmacopoeias on the main category for each herb, when it comes to other uses agreement is less widespread. Second, the language employed to describe other uses of herbs does not lend itself, in many cases, to easy categorization. While this may have certain advantages, amenability to analysis is not among them. If analysis is restricted to major categories, then we can be sure, by contrast, that the associations so defined fall within a commonly agreed and recognized framework. Third, the therapeutic effects of herbal formulas are generally expressed in terms of these categories. Thus, for example, the wellknown formula Gui Pi Tang (Restore the Spleen Decoction) is described in the traditional literature as a medicine which 'tonifies the Qi (energy), nourishes the Blood, strengthens the Spleen, and calms the Shen (spirit)'. 8 The actions of this formula thus combine three of the categories outlined in Table 1 (Tonify Qi, Tonify Blood, and Shen). Finally, as Table 18 Finally, log P (octanol/water partition coefficient), a measure of the relative solubility of a compound in aqueous and nonaqueous media, was calculated using an atomic contribution method. 19 (2) Compound Discrimination Using Random Forest. RF predicts the category within the target variable to which a compound belongs on the basis of consensus among multiple trees. In constructing each of these trees, RF uses the CART algorithm and Gini splitting criterion to determine the appropriate value for each node in the tree. 20 Each tree is grown to its full extent, without the pruning characteristic of single trees.
Among the other features which characterize RF are the following: (1) Random selection of descriptors, whereby for each tree built a random subset of descriptors (often set, as here, to the square root of the total number) is selected at each step of the tree building process. (2) 'Out-of bag' (OOB) cross-Validation: In this procedure, for each tree generated, approximately 33% of compounds are randomly excluded and constitute an independent test sample. To measure the generalization error for each tree, the OOB sample is run through that tree and the error rate of prediction measured. The error rates for all trees are then averaged to give the overall generalization error for the entire forest. (3) Balanced sampling: If classes within the target variable contain different numbers of compounds, as is generally the case, then, because RF attempts to minimize overall error, it will concentrate on the majority class, resulting in a low degree of accuracy for the minority class. One solution is to draw equal samples from each class for each tree built before modeling, as has been used here. Further details may be found elsewhere. 12, 13 In the present study 28 RF models were constructed, one for each of the TCM categories in Table 1 . All compounds found in herbs for that category were given a value of 1, while others were scored as 0. A total of 500 trees was grown for each RF model.
The single decision trees used to discriminate SOM-Ward clusters within each phytochemical class (see below) followed an identical protocol to that above (CART algorithm with Gini splitting criterion). In this case, however, terminal nodes were constrained to have no fewer than five compounds.
RF models were trained using Random Forests Version 1.0 (Salford Systems, San Diego, CA). Single decision trees were constructed using Statistica Version 6.0 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK).
(3) Reduction, Visualization, and Clustering of TCM Profiles with Self-Organizing Maps. For each TCM category, RF returns a probability for each compound of its association with that category. The full set of probabilities for all 28 categories constitutes the TCM profile of each compound. These profiles may be used to reveal the affinities of phytochemical classes (and subsets of these) for the full array of herbal categories found in TCM.
Self-organizing maps, also known as Kohonen maps after their inventor Teuvo Kohonen, are among the most popular methods for reducing and visualizing high dimensional data via a topologically ordered form of clustering. 21 The training algorithm represents a type of unsupervised neural network in which the neurons (or nodes) of the map, arranged as a square or rectangular lattice, compete for input vectors (the set of descriptor values for each compound), generally via a weighted Euclidean or Gaussian distance measure. Sequential updating of weights during training gives a final map in which (a) very similar compounds, in terms of TCM profile, are found in the same node, and (b) nodes are arranged such that increasing distance between two nodes reflects decreasing similarity.
In this example, a high resolution, 4000 node map was trained using only information on TCM profile (28 variables). These variables were all assigned an identical weight. Training was carried out using ViscoVery SOMine Version 4.0 (Eudaptics Software, Vienna) which employs a modified, faster version of Kohonen's original algorithm. 22 Nodes were then clustered via SOM-Ward clustering, which simultaneously incorporates information on map topology with traditional Ward clustering. 23 Since this procedure is not widely known, details of the algorithm are given in the Supporting Information.
The variables used to cluster the nodes consisted of the 10 major phytochemical classes characterizing our data (flavonoids, monoterpenes, triterpenes, etc.). In this way phytochemical classes were split into subsets showing different TCM profiles. The final number of clusters used was determined by measuring the number of nodes occupied by the largest (and most heterogeneous) cluster. A significant drop in number was observed between 39 and 40 clusters (from 21% to 10% of the total map). Forty clusters were therefore used in subsequent analysis. Average quantization error was 0.1147, indicating that dimensionality reduction via SOM resulted in little loss of information on distances between neighboring compounds compared to unreduced data.
(4) Two-Way Clustering of Information on TCM Category and Target Affinity. It is often the case, as in microarray analysis, that relationships between row and column vectors need to be arranged in such a way that subsets characteristic of both are found 'clustered' together. In this study, relationships between TCM category and predicted target affinity were analyzed using Hartigan's original modal block algorithm. 24 This employs a simple iterative approach to rearrange row and column vectors until subsets of each, sharing identical or similar values, are optimally clustered. The analysis used Statistica's implementation of the modal block algorithm.
RESULTS
(1) Description of Herbal Categories and Their Role in TCM. The 28 herbal categories used in the analysis are described in Table 1 , and the number of herbs, number of compounds, and representative herbs from the CHCD are given for each. The order of categories follows that found in standard materia medica, in which these are arranged, where possible, in terms of similarity to one another. In keeping with modern TCM practice, terms such as Qi, Blood, Yin, and Yang are all given an initial capital letter, both in Table 1 and the text, to distinguish them from such terms in non-TCM usage. Herbal categories (e.g., Wind Heat, Tonify Qi) are given in italics.
It will be noticed that some of these categories are relatively small in terms of the number of herbs they contain. Thus, for instance, Damp Heat herbs number only five in all. However, the importance of a herbal category bears little relationship to its size. These five herbs are very widely used and occur in 43 out of 193 (22%) of the best known herbal formulas. Similarly the Heat (Blood) category has six herbs which occur in no less than 35% of these formulas. 8 Another reason for the small size of some categories concerns the fact that medicinals other than plants make a substantial contribution, for which little chemical information is available and which are not covered in the CHCD. An example is the Internal Wind category where a variety of invertebrates are listed in traditional materia medica. 7 Where possible, each category is described both in terms of the signs and symptoms traditionally used in diagnosis and also in terms of equivalent Western categories. Concerning the latter, however, it is sometimes difficult to find precise equivalents, and a number must be regarded as approximations.
The majority of categories, however, do not pose significant problems in this respect, and it is hoped that the information in Table 1 is, in most cases, reasonably selfexplanatory. Space does not permit a detailed discussion of these categories here and their relationships to TCM theory. It should be noted, moreover, that Table 1 only gives an outline of the uses to which herbs in each category may be put, and more specialized disciplines, such as TCM dermatology, contain much additional information which is not included. For an overview of Chinese medicine, the reader is referred to one of the many introductory texts now available in English. 25 Some categories are difficult to translate into Western terms. Shen, for instance, refers to the 'spirit' in TCM. Herbs in this category are known for their tranquilizing and sedative effects. Similarly, the category named Phlegm (Heart) refers to those herbs which 'clear Phlegm from the Heart Orifices'. These are mainly resuscitants, used in fainting, delirium, coma, and so forth, though a number are also used in less acute circumstances where they have a role to play in the treatment of some psychiatric conditions (such as manic depression or bipolar disorder).
It will be noticed that Wind occurs in several categories. There are two typessexternal and internal. The former is found in Wind Cold, Wind Heat, and Wind Damp categories. Herbs from these categories are used in the treatment of infectious diseases, such as coryza and influenza, and also play a prominent role in rheumatic conditions. Herbs from the Internal Wind category, by contrast, are used in nerverelated conditions, such as tremor, spasm, aphasia, vertigo, and Parkinson's disease. 7 A number of categories are also Heat related. In TCM, Qi-level Heat (Heat (Qi)) refers to those situations where there is a high fever, while Blood-level Heat (Heat (Blood)) encompasses a range of symptoms including bleeding and certain skin conditions. The relationship between Heat and bleeding is explained by the TCM concept that 'Heat in the Blood' gives rise to 'reckless movement of Blood' which in turn leads to hemorrhage. 26 Damp Heat herbs are frequently used in the treatment of dysentery, jaundice, and liver disease and are generally bitter in taste, while Toxic Heat herbs, which comprise a very large and varied category, are used to treat abscesses, certain infectious diseases, and skin conditions among others. 7 Tonics are differentiated into four categories, as shown, and are almost always included where TCM diagnosis reveals 'deficiencies' of various sorts. Many herbs in these categories exert a known or suspected influence on endocrine function and tend, with some exceptions, to be mild in their effects. 7 (2) Performance of Random Forest. RF provides a measure of performance in terms of misclassification rate. Compounds which RF recognizes as most characteristic of each category receive a high score, usually of 0.7 or greater (i.e., over 70% of trees 'vote' for those compounds to belong to that category), while compounds which have rare structural features for that category receive lower scores.
Similarly, compounds found in herbs from other categories may receive a high score if RF finds it difficult to distinguish them from compounds in the category in question. In the case of phytochemical classes which are both widely distributed and where compounds are structurally very similar to one another (e.g., flavonoids) this is likely to happen quite frequently. However, this will depend on the distribution of descriptor values for similar compounds within the categories in question. Apparent similarities between two compounds in different categories may not result in them achieving a comparable score for both, if RF can find a sufficient number of descriptors with significant discrepancies in this respect. RF thus provides a sensitive measure of similarity between related compounds, based on the statistical distribution of structural features in different categories.
RF classifies a compound as belonging to the class with the highest vote. In the case of binary classification, more than 50% of votes are required to assign the compound to the appropriate class. The misclassification rate is the discrepancy between actual and predicted class. In the case of two categories (Tonify Blood and Phlegm (Heart)) misclassification was above 30%, reflecting the fact that these categories have relatively few herbs and that their constituents are poorly differentiated, structurally, from compounds in other categories. The majority of categories had misclassification rates between 10% and 30%, while for six categories (Heat (Blood), Damp Heat, LaxatiVe, Emetic, Phlegm Heat, and Phlegm Cold) rates were less than 10%. The latter are largely composed of compounds with features which are rare in other categories.
This also suggests that, for the majority of herbs, RF classification will correctly predict the category to which each individual herb belongs. For 146 of the 223 herbs included in the analysis (65%), the average score (affinity) of all constituents of any one herb for its parent category was >0.7, indicating that these are predicted to belong to the correct category with a high level of precision. Still correctly predicted, but with lower average scores (0.5-0.7), were the constituents of a further 69 herbs (31% Due to the fact that, like neural networks, RF constitutes a form of 'black box' whereby only a crude picture of the influence of different predictor variables can be established, discussion of the relative importance of individual descriptors in determining membership of each category is omitted, in addition to the fact that relationships between simple descriptors and SOM-Ward clusters are explored in greater detail below.
(3) Illustrations of TCM Profiles. The structures and associated TCM profiles of three phytochemicals from wellknown herbs are shown in Table 2 .
The first, [6] -gingerol, is predominant among the longchain aromatics found in Zingiber officinale (ginger). This herb belongs to the Wind Cold category and is found in a number of formulas used in the treatment of conditions such as the common cold. The TCM profile for [6] -gingerol also tells us that it has an affinity for the Internal Cold category [20] , and it is of note in this respect that the dried form of ginger is classified in this category. However, in this analysis, the constituents of ginger were simply classified in the Wind Cold category which implies that [6] -gingerol must share close structural similarities with compounds from other herbs, apart from ginger, in the latter category.
The ginsenosides from Panax ginseng (ginseng) are among the most widely studied of all plant constituents. From a biomedical perspective they appear to have a bewildering array of potential (though rather vaguely defined) activities, 27 so it is informative to discover their associations in TCM. Ginsenoside Rg1, a major constituent of the Chinese species of ginseng, is strongly associated with Stop bleeding [18] and Tonify Qi [21] categories. Ginseng is classified among the Qi tonic herbs, and a number of other herbs in this category contain compounds which are structurally very similar to ginsenosides, such as the cycloartane triterpene glycosides found in Astragalus membranaceus. Ginsenosides are also found in the closely related Panax notoginseng which is classified in the Stop bleeding category, hence the high score. In this respect it is perhaps significant that ginsenosides do appear to have mild coagulant properties and are known to counteract the effects of warfarin. 28 In the case of wogonin, a flavone from Scutellaria baicalensis (skullcap), there are two associations, with the Damp Heat [5] and Toxic Heat [6] categories, respectively, both of which are closely related in TCM. Herbs from these categories are frequently combined, particularly in the treatment of skin conditions, abscesses, certain infectious diseases, dysentery, and jaundice. In Figure 2 , the distributions of the 10 phytochemical classes are shown individually. The color spectrum, from blue at one extreme to red at the other, shows the proportion of compounds (using a scale of 0 to 1) from that class found in each node. Dark blue nodes contain no compounds from the class in question, while red nodes contain compounds solely of that class. Green, yellow, and orange identify those nodes containing a mixture of compounds from different classes (usually no more than two or three). Numbering has been suppressed to allow for easier visualization.
The results demonstrate that these classes have highly distinctive patterns of distribution in relation to TCM profile. With the exception of diterpenes, where admixture with other classes is predominant (notably the structurally related nortriterpenes), the high number of red nodes indicates that compounds with similar TCM profiles tend to belong very often to the same class. This is particularly pronounced in the case of quinones, polyphenols, monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and triterpenes.
It is also apparent that the majority of compounds in any one class fall within a limited number of clusters. If we ignore classes making a contribution of 20% or less to each cluster, these are as follows: (1) -2, 3, 4, 5, 7,  9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 22, 26, 27, 30, 34 , and 37.
Those clusters characteristic of a particular class are sometimes adjacent, notably in the case of polyphenols and triterpenes, indicating that these show a continuum of behavior in relation to herbal category.
In contrast, aliphatics, alkaloids, simple phenolics, lignans, monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and diterpenes show relatively sharp discontinuities. We might therefore suspect that these clusters can be discriminated using very simple descriptors. Accordingly, for each class, single decision tree models were run, using only skeletal type (within each class), glycoside status (whether a compound is a glycoside or not), molecular weight, and calculated log P as descriptors.
(5) Discrimination of Within-Class Clusters Using Single Decision Trees. The resulting decision tree for diterpenes is shown, as an example, in Figure 3 . This is a simple tree with only 7 terminal nodes. For each pair of nodes in the tree the descriptor used to split the compounds found in the parent node and the corresponding value are shown. The distribution of compounds within each of the three diterpene clusters found in each terminal node are shown to the right of the tree, in addition to the number of compounds for that node.
At four of the seven terminal nodes, compound distribution is highly uneven between the three clusters, with over 95% of compounds associated with only one cluster. At the other three, discrimination is not as good with compounds associated with two, as opposed to only one, of the three clusters. Nevertheless, the former nodes account for 220 out of the 262 diterpene compounds found in these clusters, so that overall discrimination is fairly successful. It should also be noted that failure to assign compounds to two or fewer clusters did not occur.
The results for all classes are shown in Table 3 . Overall, these very simple trees, using only skeletal type, glycoside status, molecular weight, and calculated log P, appeared to successfully discriminate within-class clusters. In the majority (67%) of cases, terminal nodes contained only one dominant cluster, while over 70% of compounds were restricted to two clusters in a further 28% of cases.
The number of terminal nodes tells us how easily clusters were discriminated. In the case of monoterpenes, the simplest possible tree with only two terminal nodes (data not shown) managed to precisely discriminate the two monoterpene clusters, 25 and 32, using a criterion of log P > 0.987. In the case of alkaloids, simple phenolics, polyphenols, and triterpenes, tree complexity was highest, though in the case of triterpenes, where the number of clusters was 17, the resulting tree was relatively less complex than for the other three classes.
Of the descriptors used, the least valuable was glycoside status, which was used on only two occasions. The use of the other descriptors was very evenly balanced, with skeletal type used on 30, molecular weight on 32, and log P on 31 occasions.
(6) Description of SOM-Ward Clusters. In Table 4 , the 40 clusters shown in Figure 1 are explained both in terms of the main classes and main TCM categories involved.
For each cluster, only the main classes of compound are given. Similarly, only the major herbal categories shared in common between the TCM profiles found within that cluster are given. These were identified by counting the number of profiles exhibiting a value of 0.7 or greater for each category.
The average values for molecular weight and log P are also shown for each cluster. Though glycoside status was not selected many times in the analyses above, and there is only a modest relationship between it and both molecular weight and log P (r 2 ) 0.58 for multiple regression of % glycosides in each cluster on mean weight and mean log P), nevertheless in a number of clusters the great majority of compounds are glycosides, and this is likely to be significant, particularly in the case of monoterpenes and small phenolics. For this reason, it is included in Table 4 . The skeletal types named in column 5 are shown in Table 5 .
In general, with the exception of triterpenes and flavonoids, most classes are separated into clusters which are well differentiated both phytochemically and in terms of TCM profile. Monoterpenes and small phenolics share much in common as regards their distribution among herbal categories. In their simple nonglycosylated form they are conspicuous for their association with the 'warming' categories of Chinese herbs such as Wind Cold, Internal Cold, and Phlegm Cold (cluster 32 in Figure 1 and Table 4 ). As glycosides, however, their TCM properties are entirely different, and they appear to be strongly associated with Heat (Blood) and Tonify Yang categories (25 and 33) . It should also be noted that the mean log P values for the latter two clusters are among the lowest in Table 4 .
The sesquiterpenes, which are slightly larger than both monoterpenes and the smallest phenolics, are closely associated with Regulate Qi, InVigorate Blood, and Aromatic (Damp) categories (39), though a smaller number also appear to have associations with Wind Damp and Phlegm Cold categories (15) . It is intriguing to find parallels again in this respect among small phenolics, in that a fairly large group of these are also associated with Aromatic (Damp), Regulate Qi, and InVigorate Blood categories (38), and these are on average slightly larger compounds than those phenolics which share TCM characteristics with the monoterpenes. Glycoside status also appears to play a role among lignans, where glycosylated forms are predominantly found among Tonify Yang and Wind Damp herbs (10) (16) .
Alkaloids are found in four main clusters. The steroidal alkaloids are principally associated with Emetic and Phlegm Heat categories (27)sthe latter category contains expectorant herbs, the mode of action of which shares much in common with the stronger emetics. Diterpene alkaloids, meanwhile, are the major constituents of Aconitum carmichaeli (aconite), which is the principal herb used to 'rescue devastated Yang', marked by symptoms of extreme cold. These and several other types (such as isobutylamide) are associated with Interior Cold (37). The other two clusters (29 and 31) are more heterogeneous, perhaps reflecting the structural and pharmacological diversity of alkaloids as a whole. Of interest, however, are the protoberberine alkaloids associated, in Figure 1) ; NC ) number of compounds; glycosides (%) ) % glycosidic compounds in cluster; MW ) molecular weight. particular, with the Damp Heat category. Herbs in this category are frequently used in the treatment of jaundice, dysentery, and skin disease. As far as the latter is concerned, a parallel can be found in the use of Berberis spp. in the West, which also contain these alkaloids, to treat similar conditions. 29 Anthraquinones are largely restricted to one cluster (8), which is associated with LaxatiVe, Stop Bleeding, and Tonify Yang categories. The laxative effects of anthraquinones are well-known, 30 these being found in herbs such as Rheum spp. (rhubarb) and Cassia angustifolia (senna) which are used in this way both in Chinese and Western herbal medicine.
Diterpenes are represented by two main clusters, the larger of the two (30) being strongly associated with InVigorate Blood and Wind Damp categories. Both of these categories contain herbs which are traditionally used in the treatment of pain and other symptoms, believed in TCM to result from 'stagnant Blood', and it is therefore no surprise that a number of these herbs are rich in compounds, such as diterpenes and coumarins, which show anticoagulant properties. 30 The other cluster (17) is made up of tricyclic diterpenes and closely related quassinoids, which show an affinity for Cathartic, Toxic Heat, and Astringent categories.
The remaining two major classes, polyphenols and triterpenes, are spread over a larger number of clusters, some of them virtually indistinguishable, indicating that in these instances SOM-Ward clustering has resulted in a certain degree of overprecision. Nevertheless, in most cases, clear and consistent patterns of association are evident.
As far as polyphenols are concerned, tannins, biflavonoids, and the closely related gallate esters and proanthocyanidins are primarily associated with Astringent and Stop Bleeding categories (20 and 24) . The remaining clusters (1, 21, 23, 35 and 40), comprising largely flavonoids and isoflavonoids, are by contrast strongly associated with the tonic categories and also with Wind Heat and Damp Heat.
In the case of triterpenes, the sterols (4, 5, and 26) again show an affinity for the tonic categories (with the exception of Tonify Blood) and also for Internal Wind, Heat (Qi), and Toxic Heat. In case of the tetracylic (e.g., lanostane and dammarane) triterpenes, we can distinguish between the glycosides (22) , which are associated with Tonify Qi, Stop Bleeding, and Wind Heat, and aglycones (3, 11, and 19) , which have a greater affinity for Drain Dampness and Shen categories. The pentacyclic (e.g., oleanane and ursane) triterpenes (7, 9, 13, and 34) are meanwhile found in Wind Heat, Wind Damp, Toxic Heat, and Drain Dampness categories.
(7) SOM Training without Prior Use of Random Forest. In the Introduction, we stated that training maps using TCM profiles derived from RF as opposed to raw data is important for two reasons: (1) chemical noise associated with each herbal category is reduced, with commonly found structures rewarded and rare compounds penalized, and (2) associations between compounds found in different categories are quantified, in that compounds found in category A may still achieve a high score for category B if they are sufficiently similar to other compounds found in that category.
To investigate the differences which RF makes to subsequent training of maps, another map was constructed, using identical settings to those used in the analysis described above, except that in this case simple membership of each herbal category (either 1 if a member or 0 if not) was used instead of TCM profile. a In cases where a particular class is not based on a common scaffold (e.g., acetylenes) an example is given instead.
Maps for monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes are shown in Figure 4 . It is clear that distribution of each class is more fragmented than in maps trained using TCM profile ( Figure  2) . Furthermore, each class covers a larger part of the map, and there is greater admixture with other classes, indicating that clustering and subsequent interpretation would prove difficult in many instances. This suggests that processing of data by a method such as RF is important prior to reduction by SOM and gives a clearer picture of phytochemical distribution in relation to TCM category than would otherwise be the case. Maps for the full set of classes may be found in the Supporting Information.
(8) Effects of Random Permutation of Herbal Categories on Phytochemical Distribution. In order to test the significance of the patterns revealed in Figure 2 , an identical protocol was followed (SOM training on TCM profiles derived from RF), except that the herbal categories to which each herb is assigned were randomly permuted or 'scrambled' prior to analysis. This results in random assignment of each herb to one of the 28 herbal categories, with the same number of herbs found in each category as before.
Scrambling results in entirely featureless maps for all classes, showing a stark contrast with the detail revealed in Figure 2 . This provides striking visual evidence to reinforce the argument that a strong phytochemical basis underlies the language of TCM and demonstrates the extent to which TCM may use different phytochemical classes to achieve distinct therapeutic effects. Two maps, one for triterpenes, the other for the less common lignans, are shown in Figure 5 . The others, which are all very similar, may be found in the Supporting Information.
(9) TCM Profile and Predicted Activity against Molecular Targets. In a previous paper we described the methods whereby activities of Chinese herbal constituents against 10 therapeutically important molecular targets were predicted. Briefly, Random Forest was used to identify compounds expected to show activity on the basis of information contained in another database of bioactive plant compounds. The screening criteria were stringent, with over 80% consensus among trees required for a compound to be classified as active. Furthermore, it had to achieve this score for two out of three different analyses. Literature search subsequently provided evidence to support 29% of these predictions. The reader is referred to these papers for further details. 5, 15 In this instance, we interpolated these, and additional scores for 17 other targets, onto the map and identified the major clusters into which they fell. Targets were chosen for which a reasonable number of active compounds are known (over 40). For an activity to be associated with a particular cluster, over 10% of its compounds had to be predicted as active against the target in question.
Details of the phytochemical class(es), cluster number, associated targets, potential therapeutic significance, 31 and representative herbs from each cluster may be found in the Supporting Information. Unless otherwise stated, all compounds are assumed to be potential inhibitors.
Relationships between TCM categories and target inhibitors, taken from this table, are shown in Figure 6 . Rows and columns were reordered by modal blocks so that subsets characterized by particular chemical classes are adjacent to each other.
Though the range of molecular targets indicated in Figure  6 is limited, it is noticeable that much of the chemical space in Chinese herbs is virtual 'terra incognita', in terms both of TCM categories and phytochemical classes. Four categories do not contain any predicted inhibitors of these targets, while a further five contain only class of compound.
In addition, many of the most important phytochemical classes are not featured at all. These include mono-, sesqui-, and diterpenes, small aliphatics, and a number of alkaloids, while others such as lignans and many of the smaller phenolics are poorly represented. It is therefore clear that, even for this small number of targets, exploration of the molecular basis of TCM is at a preliminary stage.
Those classes which dominate Figure 6 are, by contrast, flavonoids, tannins, anthraquinones, and some alkaloids, with a smaller contribution, in terms of predicted targets, from triterpenes and sterols. For each molecular target there are a number of classes implicated, and these are preferentially associated with different TCM categories. 
DISCUSSION
(1) Random Forest and Noise Reduction. The results presented above indicate that RF is well suited to reducing noise in chemical data and to identifying significant signals in complex mixtures. Whereas interpretation of untransformed data in relation to TCM categories proved difficult and confusing, the use of RF to establish TCM profiles of individual compounds, prior to reduction with SOM, resulted in distribution patterns where individual phytochemical classes were well delineated and, for the most part, separable into meaningful clusters. Furthermore, subsequent analysis showed that these clusters could be discriminated using very simple descriptors.
Noisy, complex, and incomplete data are of considerable significance in many data mining applications, and RF may thus offer a simple and versatile tool for signal enhancement prior to other forms of analysis. In this instance, such analysis relies heavily on two features: (1) a sufficient volume of data to identify large-scale pattern and (2) robust methods with the ability to discriminate between large numbers of structurally diverse compounds. For each TCM category, RF managed to distinguish approximately 80% of the constituents, while simultaneously discriminating against those compounds atypical for that category and in favor of constituents in other categories with strong structural similarities. This resulted in TCM profiles where similarities between different categories were highlighted in a way difficult or impossible to achieve without such prior transformation.
(2) The Phytochemical Basis of TCM. TCM profiles can serve as a suitable starting point for many forms of investigation, including more detailed QSAR studies on particular groups of compounds and further work on the relationships between different phytochemical classes. With regard to the latter, our analysis, though preliminary, suggests that many classes of compounds are distributed in a highly significant fashion which is furthermore relatively easy to interpret in terms of the essential components of TCM herbal therapy. This should, in turn, lead to a better understanding of the ways in which such classes are combined within a traditional medical paradigm and provides a 'virtual' approach to mapping the landscape of potential synergistic interactions.
As is well-known, Chinese medicine seldom treats a particular condition (such as a migraine, for example) in an identical fashion irrespective of a patient's individual 'constitution', and one of the skills of TCM diagnosis is in finding the appropriate herbal formula to simultaneously treat both the symptom(s) and the underlying 'imbalance' in each patient. 25 As a result, a single formula may be used to treat a wide variety of conditions, while conversely, any one condition may be treated in several different ways, or as TCM more succinctly expresses it, 'Tong Bing Yi Zhi, Yi Bing Tong Zhi' (same disease different treatment, different disease same treatment). Distributional analysis of the type attempted here offers a way of understanding the Variety of pharmacological strategies which may be used to treat a particular condition and in customizing treatment on an individual basis.
(3) TCM and Target-Based Therapy. Another potential use concerns the relationships between information derived from experimental or virtual screening of activity against particular molecular targets and ethnopharmacological data. Bringing the two together is often fraught with difficulty, though insights into such relationships are of potential benefit. TCM profiles of individual compounds provide a possible link between these two worlds, whereby the pharmacology of a compound can be more readily understood in terms of traditional usage.
Deficiencies in our knowledge are also more readily appreciated when such relationships are made apparent. In this instance it was demonstrated that little is known about expected specificities for those targets explored, both in terms of many TCM categories and also for some of the most important phytochemical classes found in Chinese medicine.
Nevertheless, despite these limitations, the information we have may still prove useful in understanding ways in which traditional knowledge of herbs can be combined with information on target specificities in the treatment of certain conditions. As an example, we might consider the herbal treatment of HIV infection. From Figure 6 we see that, on the basis of current information, we would expect to find inhibitors of integrase, protease, and reverse transcriptase in herbs from as many as 16 TCM categories. Furthermore the classes involved include lignans, alkaloids, triterpenes, quinones, and polyphenols (both flavonoids and tannins). This suggests that, if such compounds prove useful as prophylactics against immune system dysfunction, then Chinese herbs constitute a significant reservoir of potential inhibitors, and that a wide range of herbal formulas, customized according to individual presentation, might prove effective as a part of treatment.
(4) Ethnopharmacology and Pharmaceutical Prospecting. Mining of traditional herbal texts has sometimes been suggested as a means of discovering new drug leads. 32 While promising, such an approach can suffer from a number of drawbacks. Among these are the following: (1) language which is difficult to translate into modern terminology; (2) imprecision and lack of consistency in describing the uses of herbs; (3) lack of information on chemical constitution, and (4) difficulties over identification and taxonomic status.
While the language of TCM may, at first sight, appear mysterious and arcane, closer acquaintance reveals that many categories are amenable to translation into Western terminology, as Table 1 illustrates. Furthermore, as already mentioned, Chinese herbs are among the best characterized of all plants chemically, and there are seldom difficulties over their taxonomic status, particularly for those in widespread use. Last, there is usually close agreement between different pharmacopoeias on the uses of particular herbs.
If, in addition, analysis of the relationships between plant chemistry and traditional usage reveals strong and consistent patterns, then this information may be used to detect regions of chemical space which are likely to be of value in searching for new leads and in suggesting new chemical classes for drug discovery.
A common objection to natural products as leads in drug discovery concerns their apparent complexity and intractability to chemical modification. This perception, however, may owe as much to historical factors as to natural product chemistry. Where phytochemicals have played a role in drug discovery, it is frequently the structurally more complex compounds that have been instrumental in developing new medicines, recent examples being artemisinin and taxol. 33 Yet, many of the most important classes in Chinese medicine are relatively simple structurally and represent as yet untapped potential in the search for new drugs. As shown above, little is known about target specificities of most of these, including mono-, sesqui-, and diterpenes, lignans, and many phenolics. Furthermore, as this analysis demonstrates, it is precisely these compounds which show strong associations with particular TCM categories, so that their possible roles in traditional herbal therapy may be readily inferred, and this information can then be used to explore their pharmacological potential in more depth. This is likely to be of benefit both in the search for new drugs and, equally significantly, in understanding how Chinese medicine works.
CONCLUSION
Regarded little more than 50 years ago as an archaic system of practice doomed to extinction, Chinese medicine has in recent times undergone a remarkable renaissance, first in China and the Far East, and more recently in the West, where its introduction may expand its potential applications into new and uncharted territory.
Given its long history, TCM is among the most developed and mature systems of alternative medicine, and closer scrutiny by Western science may prove important in finding new solutions to many contemporary health problems. One of its undoubted attractions lies in its apparently 'holistic' approach to human physiology. As shown by the rise of systems-based approaches in many areas of science, there is widespread interest in understanding the behavior of whole systems, though the challenges remain daunting, 34 and in this respect Chinese medicine offers a new and appealing perspective.
The language in which traditional systems of medicine are couched has often proved a stumbling block in the past and is frequently regarded as little more than a series of colorful and imaginative metaphors. 35 The results presented here suggest, on the contrary, that many of these 'metaphors' may have a well-defined basis in plant chemistry. It should be appreciated, however, that this type of distributional analysis is intended as a means of exploring patterns of association which merit further study. Informatics is primarily intended to build hypotheses, not test them.
Supporting Information Available:
Maps for each phytochemical class trained using original data without prior construction of TCM profiles, and resulting from random permutation of herbal categories; a table containing information on predicted targets associated with each cluster shown in Figure 1 , in addition to their possible therapeutic applications, and representative herbs; and details of the SOM-Ward clustering algorithm. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
